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INORGANIC CHEMISTRY DIVISION OF IUPAC
Meeting at Brest, July 7-8, 2016, Faculty of Letters, room “Yves Moreau”

DRAFT MINUTES

Attendance: Present were for part or all President, Jan Reedijk (Netherlands); Vice President,
Lars Öhrström (Sweden), Secretary, Markku Leskelä (Finland); Titular Members: Lidia Armelao
(Italy), Tiping Ding (China), Pavel Karen (Norway), Daniel Rabinovich (USA), Thomas Walczyk
(Singapore), Associate Members: Jorge Colon (Puerto Rico), Ken Sakai (Japan), and National
representatives: Mayoro Diop (Senegal), Philippe Knauth (France), Miki Hasegawa (Japan),
IUPAC secretary general Richard Harsthorn (New Zeeland)

Apologies were received from Titular Member Robert Loss (Australia), Michael Wieser (Canada),
Associate member Milan Drabik (Slovakia) who could not attend.

Paragraphs in the minutes have been written in the order they were presented in the agenda.
Discussions were carried out in a few cases in slightly different order.

1 – Introductions and announcements (J. Reedijk)

The meeting commenced at 11:30 a.m. on Thursday, July 7, 2016. Div. President Reedijk
welcomed the members, especially new members, and also thanked the AM and NR members for
attending on other funding. Those present introduced themselves and described their professional
affiliations and areas of expertise.

2 – Presentation and discussion of the Agenda (Reedijk)

The previously distributed Agenda was accepted by the meeting. Lars Öhrström volunteered to
collect the “Action Items” for this meeting which are added in these Minutes as Appendix 1.

3 – Approval of Minutes from Division Meeting in Busan (Leskelä) and status of the Action
Items from the Busan meeting (Reedijk)

Minutes of the Busan (2015) meeting had been distributed in draft form previously and amended
according to corrections and comments received from the Division members and distributed by
email to the Division members during Spring. The final version of the Minutes was approved
without further change. The final copy is available on the IUPAC Division II web page.

The action items from the Busan meeting were included in the Minutes of that meeting as Appendix
1. All of these items had been addressed by the designated individuals.
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4- Division Membership Updates (Reedijk)

Jan Reedijk presented the Division members name by name and their terms. The important role of
NAOs in making proposals for AMs and NRs well in time was pointed out.

5- Reports of IUPAC Bureau Meeting and Executive Committee actions (Reedijk)

The Bureau and Division Presidents had the meeting in Montreal Canada April 2016. Reedijk told
the general news from IUPAC and showed the report he presented in the Bureau meeting from
Division II. The main report from Division II this time was dealing with the naming of the four new
elements.

A summarizing copy of the Report on Division II that Div. President Reedijk presented in the
Bureau meeting is attached as Appendix 2.

6- Reports from other IUPAC bodies and Affiliated Organizations

Committee on Chemistry Education
No report was given due to the absence of previous AM Javier Garcia. Philippe Knauth volunteered
to be the Division representative in CCE till and at in the next GA meeting in Sao Paulo 2017.

Chemical Nomenclature and Structure Representation Division (Division VIII)
No report was given. Nomination of a representative is needed. Dan Rabinovich told about the Div
VIII projects he has been involved.

Committee on Chemical Industry (Leskelä)
No information from the activities of COCI was available to present. After the meeting Dr. Carolyn
Ribes sent the COCI report to Bureau and highlights of the recent COCI activities are presented in
Appendix 3.

Interdivisional Committee on Terminology, Nomenclature, and Symbols (Drabik)
The report on the activity of Milan Drabik in the Committee was presented and discussed and is
attached as Appendix 4.

Systeme International d’Unites, SI – redefinition of mole
No report from the work in SI but there is an IUPAC project on redefinition of mole. The Task
Group has produced the second draft of the manuscript.

Cross division activities (Öhrström)
There have been discussions for making plans how to activate cross divisional awareness. In next
GA meeting we probably have a new procedure how to visits and reports between different
divisions and commissions will take place.
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7 - Report from Commission on Isotopic Abundances and Atomic Weights (CIAAW)
and its Subcommittees, including the relevant Project Reports (Ding, Walczyk)

The report made by Juris Meija (Appendix 5) was discussed in detail. Two reports “Standard
Atomic Weights of Elements 2013” and “Isotope Compositions of the Elements 2013” where
published in 2013 and no separate report was made in 2015 because two years cycle was considered
too short. There was a little concern if updates on atomic weights would be only after long intervals
and only at the website. For the visibility of IUPAC publishing a paper every 3-4 years could be
optimum. Discussions after the meeting clarified the situation and there are no reasons to be
worried.

8 - Division newsletter status and planning (Öhrström)

Appearance frequency of the newsletter is one year and that is sufficient. Members were asked to
contribute to the newsletter from their IUPAC related activities. Because the newsletter has great
importance both internal in the division and external inside IUPAC and NAOs, the members were
reminded to distribute the newsletter to their NAOs. Next issue will appear after this meeting and
deadline for submitting material is the end of September.

9. - Review of Division budget allocations and expenditures (Reedijk)

Jan Reedijk presented the budget allocation during this biennium. The rule is to use maximum 30 %
for meetings and rest for the projects. Division budget fulfills that balance requirement. JR showed
the budget balances of the projects and as conclusion all the projects are well within the budget.

10 - Reports on recent, planned and proposed Division sponsored conferences

High Temperature Materials Conferences: HTMC-XV, was held in Orleans, France, March 29-April
1, 2016.

5th International Solvothermal and hydrothermal association conference, was held in NCKU
Tainan, Taiwan, January 17-20, 2016. The time of the 6th conference is not known.

12th Solid State Chemistry conference (SSC 2016), will be held in Prague, Czech Republik,
September 18-23, 2016 (Drabik)
Conference web site is http://www.ssc-conference.com/home Preliminary program http://www.ssc-
conference.com/admin/scripts/source/programme_preliminary_SSC%202016.pdf). 150 – 200
scientists are expected to participate. The main topics of conference are: Preparation and synthesis;
Phase and properties characterization; Nanomaterials, nanocomposites and catalysis; Magnetic,
metal and alloy materials; Optical and photovoltaic materials; Theoretical approaches to solid-state
chemistry. As an IUPAC delegate to the conference Milan Drabik will give information on the
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IUPAC mission and activities and also the invited lecture “Notes on the challenge of methods of
thermal analysis in solid state chemistry”. As part of the IUPAC sponsorship, papers based on the
plenary lectures and selected presentations will be published in Pure and Applied Chemistry.

11 - Discussion on names and symbols of elements 113, 115, 117 and 118 proposed by the
discoverers (Reedijk). Status reports, formal decisions by the Division, and follow-up
planning

Jan Reedijk presented the slides on the new elements he showed in the Bureau meeting and also the
protocol for naming of the elements.

Nobel symposium NS 160 on Chemistry and Physics of Heavy and Superheavy Elements was held
in Lund Sweden May 29-June 3, 2016. The new elements were discussed in the Symposium and
Jan Reedijk showed the slides he presented in the Symposium. The roles of IUPAC and IUPAP in
the naming process of the new elements were discussed and situation is now clearer. There was also
lively scientific discussion on reliability of the discoveries.

A press release on the names of the new elements 113 Nihonium (Nh), 115 Moscovium (Mo), 117
Tennessine (Ts), and 118 Oganesson (Og) was given by IUPAC June 8, 2016. More than 50
comments were thus far sent by the public to Jan Reedijk. Many of the comments were dealing with
the translations (conversions) of the names to different languages. The problem concerns mostly
tennessine and the advice could be: follow the protocol use for naming of astatine in that language.
The comments need to be answered (will or has been be done by the chair).

The names of the new elements and their symbols were already discussed and commented by the
Division members before the meeting. The symbol of tennessine was changed according to the
comments given. The Division could unanimously accept the proposed names and the symbols and
recommend the acceptance for Bureau and General Assembly.

Meeting was closed 16.30

Friday July 8

12 –Project-by-project review of project status (Rabinovich)

Dan Rabinovich presented the project-by-project review. Two projects have been completed during
the last 12 months, namely: 2009-027-1-200 Assessment of Stable Isotopic Reference and Inter-
Comparison Materials and 2015-031-1-200 How to Name New Chemical Elements.

Division II has 20 primary active projects 20 (16 continuing and 4 new projects), and 3 secondary
active projects (projects in which Div II is participating). See for details in Appendix 6. Most of the
projects are running well, only from projects of Kaiser and Villa no updates were available and the
task group chairs need to be contacted again. Action by: Dan Rabinovich.
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There are two projects where Division II members are in the task group but no funding is coming
from our Division. The projects are:

2012-044-1-100 Basic terminology of crystal engineering (Öhrström)
2014-031-1-600 The environmental and health challenges of e-waste and its management: an
emerging 21st century global concern (Armelao)

The project proposal on Diffusion in nanoporous solid by Rustem Valiullin discussed in Busan
meeting is now running (2015-002-100) under Division I.

13 –Review of new project proposals (Rabinovich)

There are no pending projects (= reviewed projects waiting for funding).

The following projects are under preparation:

2017-xxx-1-xxx by Daniel Rabinovich (UNC Charlotte) on The Periodic Table of Life.

2017-xxx-1-xxx by Pavel Karen (University of Oslo) entitled Towards a Comprehensive Definition
of Valence.

14 – Discussion on the generation of other future projects

Ken Sakai remained the project topic raised by Claudio Verani in Busan on Understanding of TOF
and TON in catalysis. Ken Sakai will take the lead and put the proposal forward.

Lars Öhrström raised discussion on 2019 Periodic Table project. This should fit to IUPAC 100
years and coinciding Period Table 150 year jubilee. Lars will contact the IUPAC jubilee committee
if a separate project on renewal of Periodic Table and history of Period Table is needed.

15 – Status of the Information Package for new Division members (Öhrström)

Current Present Division members are happy with content of the Information package. The package
is now distributed to new members and also to young observers who attended the recent meetings.

16 - Planning elections for next biennium: appointment of Nomination Committee

The composition of nomination committee was discussed. The members are asked to send names
and comments for the nomination committee to the planned chairman Lars Öhrström.
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17 – Duties of Division members (Reedijk)

Jan Reedijk presented the list of members and their current duties. The list will be completed after
this meeting and after that distributed separately.

18 – Review of Action Item list from this meeting (Öhrström)

The review of Action Items was made (Appendix 1).

19 - Status of the next year Division meeting in Sao Paolo July 7-8, 2017 and off year meeting
2018

General Assembly will be organized in Sao Paolo July 6-15, 2017. The division and committee
meetings will be organized in a usual manner, probably on July 7 and 8.

Lars Öhrström discussed about a possible off year meeting in Africa 2018. Only 6 out of 53 African
countries are IUPAC members. To make IUPAC more visible a meeting in Africa could be useful,
maybe in connection with Federation of African Chemical Societies. The effort could be common
with other divisions/committees (CCE, COCI) in order to be more convincing. At the same time
Lars was asked to also prepare a backup plan, in case Africa would not materialize.

20 – Any other businesses

There were no other businesses.

21. Thanks and adjourn

Jan Reedijk closed the general meeting at 11.45 and thanked the participants for an active meeting.
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Appendix 1

Action Items from IUPAC Inorganic Chemistry Division Committee

Brest, July 7 - 8, 2016

1. News items to Lars Öhrström for the newsletter before 1st October

2. Africa project Jan Reedijk discuss with appropriate DP:s (chemical industry, education, human
health) Lars Öhrström to Mark Cesa, Mayoro Diop checks African chemistry conferences that could
potentially be piggy-backed.

3. Projects:

2014-024-1-200 Tiping Ding division monitor
2015-030-2-200 Thomas Walczyk division monitor
2015-037-2-200 Thomas Walczyk division monitor
2015-039-2-200 Daniel Rabinovich division monitor
2015-053-1-200 Jorge Colón division monitor

4. Add projects where we have an interest but no money invested: Daniel Rabinovich, updates from
Lidia Armelao, (electronic waste), Lars Öhrström (crystal engineering)

5. New Projects:

Valence: Pavel Karen, look for task group members also outside the division (Committee on
Chemical Education, Organic and Biomolecular Chemistry Div., Physical Chemistry Div.).

The periodic table of life: Daniel Rabinovich contact Human Health Div., Div. of Nomenclature
Div., International Council for Science

Periodic Table printout formats & History of the IUPAC periodic table.  Lars Öhrström contacts
Lynn Soby and Juris Meija.

Turnover Numbers & Electro Catalysis: Ken Sakai proceeds.

6. Nomination committee suggestions: Risto Laitinen, Oulu, Finland, Lars Öhrström collects other
potential names for the nomination committee.
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Appendix 3

Highlights of the COCI Focus for the 2016-2017 Biennium

1.  Regional Workshop in China supported by SINOPEC; theme: Chemical Industry and

     Sustainable Development (Sept 2016).

2.  ThalesNano Prize for Flow Chemistry: Biennial award to be presented at IMRET 14 meeting in

     Beijing. (Sept 2016)

3.  Industry and IUPAC: Voice of the Customer, assessment and recommendations:  COCI will

     propose modifications to the Company Associates program and how IUPAC engages with

     industry.

4.  Regional Safety Training Programs. Currently 1-2 Fellows from developing countries are trained

     to deliver improved Enviromental, Health, and Safety programs to their institution.  An extended

    program in Uruguay will create a center for learning with a 400-800% increase in participation.

5.  Responsible Care linkage with the International Council of Chemical Associations [ICCA].

6.  Strategic Approach to International Chemicals Management [SAICM] links with ICCA.
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Appendix 4

Interdivisional Committee on Terminology, Nomenclature, and Symbols (Drabik)

My present position in this committee is Associate Member (one of two AMs of the

committee), originally nominated by the division II. I am not (at present) Member /

representative of the division II to the committee. Anyway; some aspects of my

communications, activities and work within the ICTNS during the period 2015 – 2016 should

be quoted, these relevant of division II are as follows:

a) Extensive series of referee reports done on request of the Editor of PAC. The types of

referred manuscripts (and papers published) cover IUPAC Recommendations and Technical

reports, incl. numerous ones resulting from activities and projects of the division II.

b) Special attention has been devoted to referee reports of the issues of discovery, terminology

and symbols of four new elements, including proposals of discoverers on naming these new

elements (as press releases so IUPAC Recommendation, jointly by division II and ICTNS).

c) The entire activities have been completely accomplished by electronic correspondence with

Prof. R. Weir - Chair of ICTNS, Prof. H. Burrows and/or with the editorial office of PAC.
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Appendix 5

Summary of CIAAW activities for 2016

This report provides a summary of CIAAW act ivit ies since its 2015 Vienna meet ing.

Core business

The Commission has published the “Atomic Weights of the Elements 2013 (IUPAC Technica l
Report)” and “Isotopic Compositions of the Elements 2013 (IUPAC Technica l Report)” in Pure and
Applied Chemistry. During the review of these two publications, CIAAW has collaborated closely with
ICTNS and has received several substantive comments aimed at improving its work. While not all of
these could be addressed immediately, CIAAW is committed to addressing many of the comments
raised by the ICTNS in the near future. To this end CIAAW commends the qua lity and the rigor of
ICTNS reviews which he lp to improve the long-term qual ity and consistency of its work.

The Cha irman and the Secretary have decided that CIAAW will not publish the Atomic We ights
Report for 2015. The 2015 updates have a lready been announced by IUPAC and internationa l media
(American Chemica l Society, Royal Society of Chemistry) and they have been posted on ciaaw.org.
Given the time it took to produce the 2013 report (over two years), it was determined that two-year
cycle for standard atomic we ight reports is too short.

General data reduction framework

During the 2015 meeting, CIAAW Chairman gave a presentation before SIAM about the data
reduction methods. It was noted that, unlike other similar organizations such as CODATA or AME,
CIAAW does not employ formal statistica l tools for data reduct ion of various published results.
Currently, CIAAW Chairman is work ing closely with A. Possolo, Chief Stat istician (NIST) and Associate
member of CIAAW, to develop modern statistical tools that can be applicable to the work of CIAAW.
This will a lso address the issue in regards to the coverage probability of the quoted confidence
intervals.

Atomic Weight Uncertainty Guidelines

[2013-032-1-200] In order to resolve issues about the interpretation of standard atom ic weight
uncerta int ies, the Task Group has submitted two manuscripts to Pure and Applied Chemistry. The
Provisiona l Recommendation was posted on iupac.org with comments requested by 31 August
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2016. Task Group has rece ived the first round of comments from ICTNS and is current ly working on
addressing them. [2015-037-2-200] CIAAW cha irman has prepared necessary codes for online
calculator of molecular weights and the ir uncerta inties to be placed on ciaaw .org. A draft calculator
(v.0.2) is currently running in a test mode on http:/ /ciaaw.shinyapps.io/App-2.

Redefinition of the mole

[2013-048-1-100] CIAAW is involved in the IUPAC Project on the redef inition of the mole through its
Cha irman. The Task Group has produced the second draft of the manuscript and R. Marquardt, Past
President of IUPAC Div I, attended the meeting of the CIPM Consultative Committee for Units (CCU)
in June 2016.

SNIF diagrams

CIAAW has rece ived requests in the past to make available the tabular versions of its SNIF diagrams
detailing the natural variations of atomic weights of the twelve interval elements. As a consequence,
Dr. Coplen has subm itted a manuscript to Pure and Applied Chemistry that details the numerica l
values of CIAAW atomic weight diagrams show ing natural variations. These diagrams w ill soon be
ava ilable on ciaaw.org in a tabular fashion. Cha irman has a lready prepared the necessary web
infrastructure for these tables which are current ly ava ilable in attest mode at
http:/ /ciaaw .org/temp-natura l-variat ions.htm

Other business

Two emeritus members of CIAAW, Dr. Coplen and Dr. Holden have submitted manuscript to Pure
and Applied Chemistry outlining the history of the footnotes for standard atom ic weights. Work is
current ly underway to implement further updates to the ciaaw.org following the 2015 meet ing and
to  disseminate  the  draft  CIAAW  charter  to  Division  II  for  comments.  This  activity  is  relevant  to
project 2011-040-2-200.

IUPAC Project 2009-027-1-200 has been closed. CIAAW would appreciate if Div. II could transfer the
remaining balance to the successor project 2014-002-1-200. Within the framework of IUPAC Project
2014-002-1-200, CIAAW and its Subcommittee on Stable Isotope Reference Material Assessment
(Cha irman Groening, IAEA) has recent ly been involved in the data ana lysis of recent suite of
international isotopic reference materia ls [reported in Analytical Chemistry,
10.1021/acs.analchem.5b04392] before CIAAW can recommend these values in its Isotope
Reference Material Report.

The Cha ir of CIAAW has been appointed IUPAC representative to Joint Committee for Guides in
Metrology Working Group 1: GUM (JCGM-WG1:GUM).

Juris Meija, Chair CIAAW

July-4, 2016
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Appendix 6

Status of the projects of Division II
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